
YOU CAN’T “WASTE” YOUR VOTE, PART 2:

How voting works in a federal election
for the Senate (‘Upper House’)

Now that I understand
preferential voting,

filling in my ballot for the
House of Representatives
is both easy and bonza!

Next, I’ll fill in my
ballot for the Senate.

I reasonably assume
this will be equally fast

and uncomplicated.

Whaaat
the—?

So many
names!

And little
boxes!

Above
the line?

Below
the line??

HELP ME, DENNIS
THE ELECTION

KOALA!!!

Although the Senate ballot is easy to fill in,
its typically large size can make it intimidating!

Let’s take some of the
mystery out of it.

Dennis, who are
you talking to?
I’m over here.

Coo-ee!
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The electoral system
for the Australian
Senate combines
preferential voting
with proportional
representation.

Porpoise
defecation?
Whuuuuuh??

Ken, you remember our example
for the House of Representatives:
each candidate got some “1” votes,
but after preferences, there was

only one winner.

Of course! There’s
only one seat for the
electorate. Classic
Highlander sitch.

So a majority of voters got a
representative they preferred to
the next-most popular alternative.

Noice.

On the other hand, the
entire electorate is now
represented by someone
whom only 35% of voters

voted “1” for.

Yeah but stiff
bikkies hey. That’s
democracy, Dennis!

But Ken, what if
there were more
than one seat for
each electorate?
Six, let’s say.

Any candidate
receiving one-seventh
of votes, plus one*

— called a ‘quota’ —
would be entitled

to a seat.

Hmmm.

After preferences,
the results might
look like this.

It’s not perfect, but
it’s a more accurate
representation of how
the electorate voted.

Yeah,
cool.

That’s proportional
representation!

* This is the minimum value that ensures the maximum number of quotas is six. (In a way,
a one-seat electorate, as in the House of Reps, has a ‘quota’ of one-half of votes, plus one.)
** Full details: www.aec.gov.au/voting/counting/senate_count.htm (April 2022)

% OF VOTES

PARTIES

ONE SEAT;
OVER 50%
REQUIRED

CANDI-
DATES

'BOOT FLOU AGGY GORT

39 35 20 6 48 52

'BOOT FLOU AGGY GORT

PARTIES
(GROUPS)

% OF VOTES

MULTIPLE
CANDIDATES
PER GROUP

SIX SEATS;
SIX QUOTAS
AVAILABLE

39 35 20 6

PREFERENCES
TRANSFERRED

UNTIL
SIX QUOTAS
RECEIVED**

45
.142

40
.571

14
.286
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In the Australian Senate,
each electorate has twelve
seats, and senators serve
six-year terms.

But the terms are
staggered, so we only vote
for six senators at a time,

every three years.*

* Except in the rare case of a
‘double dissolution’ and full
senate election (which reduces
the quota to one-thirteenth of
votes plus one).

Hold on a tick!
With so many seats
per electorate, the
Senate must have

hundreds of
members!

Wrong,
Ken the
Voting
Dingo.

Unlike the House of Reps, the
Senate’s electorates are not
local areas but entire states,
plus the two major territories,
which get two seats each.**

WA
12

NT
2

SA
12

Qld
12

NSW
12

Vic
12

ACT
2

Tas
12

TOTAL:
76 SEATS

Oh, OK
then.

** Also shorter terms for senators. The
quota is one-third of votes plus one.

Now, consider
the following,
Kenno my
frenno!

Because senators are
elected on a quota —
far fewer votes than
an absolute majority —

minor party and independent
candidates have a reasonable
chance of winning. So a
Senate ballot attracts more
parties than a House of Reps
ballot.

AND...
Because each
electorate has multiple
seats to be won, each
party submits multiple

candidates to potentially fill
those seats.

That’s why your
House of Reps ballot

looks like this…

...And your
Senate ballot
looks like this.

Sigh of
resignation,

Dennis!
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Candidates are grouped vertically by party (and independents
can form groups too), so if you only care which parties you’re
voting for, you should number only the boxes above the line.

Oh, I get it.
So if I want to rank

candidates individually,
I should number only

the boxes below the line.

YOU MUST NUMBER AT LEAST 6 BOXES ABOVE THE LINE,
OR AT LEAST 12 BOXES BELOW THE LINE.

(DO NOT NUMBER BOXES BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW!)

Numbering
groups

above the
line, like
this…

...Is equivalent
to following

the given order
of a group’s
candidates

below the line,
like this.

But if I favour some specific candidates, or
if my preferences cross party groupings,

I should stay below the line
and make up my own order.

Just so!

SICK AS FINAL DEETS FOR LEGENDS

Den, I’ve heard that the
counting process for Senate
ballots is complicated.

It is! But you’re not counting
ballots, you’re just voting.
So don’t worry about it!

Should I number more
than 6 or 12 boxes?

If you don’t number them all,
there’s a chance your ballot may

be ‘exhausted’ before the final
round of counting.
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